500+
Webpages for content

Collaborating on revised content in plain
language for an insurance company
Challenge

10+
Subject matter experts

An automobile insurance company with 3+ million customers had highly regulated products and
complex claims processes. The insurance company serves the motoring public and the regulatory
needs of the region’s governing bodies for driver’s licensing, vehicle registration, road safety, and
other products and services.
The former website was a repository for 1,000+ webpages, mostly written in legal jargon, which was

3 M+
Customers for fewer calls

not easy to understand for the average motorist. Claimants called in for glass claims which were
unnecessary as they could visit glass shops directly for repairs.
The insurance company needed to serve the diverse needs of various personas from friendly policyholders to hostile claimants for products, coverage, how to make claims, and the litigation process,
with good user-experience to easily find information.

Solution
“The insurance company
needed to redesign their
website for better userexperience for the 3+
million customers, starting
with a content audit, then
content revisions and
approvals with 10+ SMEs.
All webpages were reviewed
and half of it was retired as
the content was stale. Also,
the remaining 500+
webpages needed to be
revised for the various
personas in plain language.
The content strategy
enabled the insurance
company to successfully
launch their new website to
help reduce call center
volumes resulting in costsavings.”

Over 5 months, the insurance company engaged content strategists
to provide content audit and copywriting with 10+ subject-matter
experts (SMEs) on the content revisions for 500+ webpages. The new
website design on the content management system with new content
needed to be launched within one year from the discovery phase.
Content strategy was a key driver to meet the business objectives
and the end-user roles’ training journeys. Personas were well-defined
to determine the right content for the user journey to meet the
diverse needs of the motoring public. The content pages needed to
be reduced from 1,000+ pages to 500+ pages, written in plain

Opportunity
The insurance company had no in-house capabilities for the website redesign and
content revisions. It was an opportunity for the insurance company to collaborate with
an external professional team of UX designers, developers, and content strategists to
build a better website and content to serve the motoring public.
The committee of SMEs reviewed and approved all content for insurance policies,
driver licensing, road safety, claims processes, litigation, and government regulations.
One of the content strategists was also a former claims adjuster who focused on the
claims, litigation, and regulatory content for 250+ webpages.

Result

language for insurance policies and claims processes in order to

The new insurance website was launched within 12 months of the initial project

reduce call center volumes.

discovery and shortly after the content strategists completed their work with SME

The website had 20+ years of content, which was mostly written in

approvers for 500+ webpages with revisions.

legal jargon. It needed to be a modern design with simple navigation

The new website had improved navigation for the key content sections. This enabled

for the key content sections: insurance, driver licensing, road safety,

claimants to easily search and find answers to frequently asked questions for claims

and claims. The claims section was updated to help claimants find

processes for comprehensive, collision, disability, injury, and litigation. The glass claims

frequently asked questions with answers easily, as well as to expedite

process was highlighted on the site to help direct claimants to glass shops. This

simple glass claims directly to glass shops. This would deter claimants

resulted in reducing call center volumes for glass claims resulting in $1+ M in savings

from phoning the call centers to speak to a claims representative.

per year.

